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Abstract 
 

The Time and Space Assembly Line Balancing Problem (TSALBP) is a natural evolution of the 

well known Simple Assembly Line Balancing Problem that also takes into consideration the 

space required by the machinery and assembly parts of the product. The present work 

proposes a more realistic space allocation approach. Firstly, it allows consecutive workstations 

to share a reasonable amount of space without an additional time cost. And secondly, 

assigning tasks that need the same machinery together so that not every workstation needs be 

fully equipped. In addition, a mathematical programming model and an intuitive heuristic for 

the problem taking into account these innovative features are developed and tested on an 

adapted widely used set of data for the typical TSALBP. 
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INTRODUCTION 
The Simple Assembly Line Balancing Problem is a well known problem in the manufacturing 

industry. Despite great efforts in research, most of practitioners do not use knowledge in this 

field in their decision making. Struggling to cut the gap between research and practice, new 

models, features and algorithms have been developed to take SALBP closer to real problems. 

In the first section, the SALBP is defined and an overview about the features and models that 

are introduced to generalize the problem is given. One of this features is the space constrain, 

which is particularly important in high volume industry such as trucks and buses. This feature 

has recently led to a new line of research, the Time and Space Assembly Line Balancing. This 

problem is defined, a mathematical model is given and articles about this topic are reviewed, 

most of the literature produced is about sophisticated heuristic algorithms. 

Then, a more flexible space allocation approach is introduced in the TSALBP model with the 

purpose of helping to cope with the space constrain. Firstly, the space sharing feature allows 

consecutive workstations to share a reasonably small amount of space without an additional 

task processing time. And secondly, the tool sharing feature proposes assigning tasks that need 

the same machinery together so that not every workstation needs be fully equipped and space 

and costs can be saved. 

In order to test the viability of these features and their impact on the quality of solutions, 

some experiments are carried out. For this purpose, a mathematical programming model is 

built and a simple greedy heuristic algorithm is developed. Instances used in this work are 

adapted from a well known data set for SALBP so that results can be benchmarked. Additional 

data needed to meet the space constrain is generated with an arbitrary randomized 

procedure. 

Instances including one, the other and both features at once are solved with the mathematical 

programming model and the heuristic algorithm. The results are analysed focusing on the 

impact these measures play in providing solutions with fewer workstations than those found 

for TSALBP. 

After the result analysis, prudent conclusions are made and interesting research threads are 

pointed out. Data sets, models, algorithms and results are provided in digital format to 

encourage researchers to bed for the space and tool sharing measures and make a step 

forward in their development. 
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STATE OF THE ART 

ALBP 

Assembly lines 

As Scholl and Becker (2006) define them, “Assembly lines are flow-oriented production 

systems which are still typical in the industrial production of high quantity standardized 

commodities and even gain importance in low volume production of customized products”. 

Basically, an assembly line is a manufacturing process in which a semi-finished assembly 

product is mechanically moved along a series of workstations. In each workstation, a sequence 

of tasks is carried out to this semi-finished assembly product such as adding parts, screwing, 

welding... until the final assembly product is finished. Assembly lines allow manufacturing 

finished products much faster and with much less labour than by having workers carrying parts 

to a stationary place for assembly. 

According to the book Michigan Yesterday & Today by Robert W. Domm, the concept of the 

modern assembly line was developed and patented by Ransom Olds. The Oldsmobile Curved 

Dash was the first mass-produced automobile to be built in an assembly line by the Olds Motor 

Vehicle Company in 1901. This achievement is usually overshadowed by Henry Ford who 

improved Olds’ assembly line by installing driven conveyor belts. In 1913, Henry Ford’s Ford 

Motor Company is said to be able to produce its Ford T in 93 minutes. 

Since then, assembly lines developed from strictly paced and straight single-model lines to 

more flexible systems by adding several features, constrains and/or different layouts. Today 

we can read about mixed-model or multi-model lines, U-shaped or parallel lines and unpaced 

lines with intermediate buffers among many others. 

In any case, assembly systems are associated with considerable investment costs. Therefore, 

when implementing or reconfiguring an assembly line, a decision problem arises: the assembly 

line balancing problem (ALBP). The configuration of an assembly line includes setting the 

system capacity (cycle time, number of stations, station equipment) as well as assigning the 

work content to productive units (task assignment and sequence of operations). Briefly, the 

ALBP is about optimally distributing the total workload needed to manufacture a product 

among the workstations along the assembly line with respect to some objective. 

 

Problem definition 

An assembly line, as described above, consists of workstations (k = 1, ..., m). The initial semi-

finished products are launched down the line and moved from workstation to workstation. At 

each workstation k, certain operations (Sk) are performed of which the time should not exceed 

the maximum time available for each work cycle in each workstation, i.e. the cycle time c.   

In order to manufacture a product on an assembly line, it is required to divide the total 

amount of work into a set (V) of elementary operations called tasks (j є V = {1, ..., n}). 

Performing a task j takes a processing time tj. Additionally, precedence constraints between 

tasks due to technological, organizational or other conditions have to be taken into account. 
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Beforehand, it can be stated that a cycle time should not be smaller than the maximum 

processing time and it should not be greater than the sum of all processing times. 

Almost all information that defines an instance of the ALBP problem is given in a precedence 

graph such as shown in Figure 1. Each node represents a task. The number inside the node is 

the task number (j) while the number above it is its processing time (tj) given in time units. The 

arcs show precedence constrains. In this example, there are 9 tasks (n = 9). Tasks 1 and 3 have 

processing times 5 and 4 respectively. These two tasks have no direct predecessors so they are 

the ones that will be performed first. A task cannot be processed unless all of its predecessor 

tasks, both direct and indirect, have been completed. For example, task 5 cannot be executed 

until their direct predecessors (tasks 1 and 4) and indirect predecessors (task 3) haven been 

performed. At the same time, having finished task 5 is a necessary condition for its direct 

successor (task 6) and indirect successor (tasks 8 and 9) to be started.  

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 1: An ALBP precedence graph. (Kriengkorakot & Pianthong 2007) 

The ALBP consists in finding a feasible assignment of tasks to workstations that fulfils the 

following restrictions: 

 Tasks precedence constraints summarized in the precedence graph 

 The station time t(Sk), which is the time required to perform all the tasks (Sk) assigned 

to a workstation k cannot be greater than cycle time. The difference between the cycle 

time and the station time is called idle time (Ik = c – t(Sk)). 

          
    

 

The balancing of the assembly line is a mid-long term decision, usually requires large capital 

investments and has a great impact on the production rate and manufacturing costs. 

Therefore, cost and profit related objectives should be considered when looking for an ALBP 

solution.  

 

Literature review 

The first formulation of the ALBP was written by Salveson in 1955 and he suggested a linear 

programming solution. Since then, a lot of research has been done about this topic. However, 

as the ALBP is a NP hard combinatorial optimization problem, algorithms designed to solve the 

problem have to be reasonably computer-efficient for the value of the solutions they offer. In 

the literature, both heuristics and exact algorithms can be found. 
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Together with the development of the knowledge about the problem, reviews articles have 

been done in order to organize the findings of the researchers. In the following sections we 

refer to the reviews Scholl and Becker (2006), Becker and Scholl (2006) and Boysen, Fliedner, 

and Scholl (2007). 

 

SALBP 

The most simplified version of the ALBP is the Simple Assembly Line Balancing Problem 

(SALBP), which has the following main characteristics (Scholl and Becker 2006, Boysen Fliedner 

and Scholl 2007): 

 Mass-production of one homogeneous product 

 All tasks are processed in a predetermined mode (no processing alternatives exist) 

 Paced line with a fixed common cycle time according to a desired output quantity 

 The line is considered to be serial with no feeder lines or parallel elements 

 The processing sequence of tasks is subject to precedence restrictions 

 Deterministic (and integral) task times tj 

 No assignment restrictions of tasks besides precedence constraints 

  A task cannot be split among two or more stations 

 All stations are equally equipped with respect to machines and workers 

Multiple version of the SALBP arise when varying the objective of the problem as shown in 

Table 1. 

 Minimize the number of workstations in use (m). It is reasonable to state that the 

more workstations in use, the more workers, tools, space, etc. to be paid. So, this is an 

indirect criteria for minimizing the costs.  

 Minimize time cycle (c). As the production rate is the inverse of the time cycle, this 

criteria consists in maximizing the production rate. 

 Maximize the line efficiency (e). The efficiency is the productive fraction of the line’s 

total operating time, and it depends on the time cycle (c) and the number of 

workstations (m). This indicator is specially used when both time cycle and number of 

workstations can be altered. 

   
   

 
   

   
 

Name m c Type 

SALBP – F Given Given F 

SALBP – 1 Minimize Given OP 

SALBP – 2 Given Minimize OP 

SALBP – E Minimize Minimize MOP 
Table 1: SALBP groups depending on the objective 

In addition, these versions of SALBP may be complemented by a secondary objective which 

consists of smoothing the difference of loads among workstations, making the solution more 
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robust to task time variation. This can be done by minimizing the smoothness index (SX) 

provided that the combination (m, c) is optimal with respect to line efficiency. 

               
 

 

   

 

Since the SALBP-F is an NP-complete feasibility problem, the optimization versions of SALBP 

are NP-hard problems, because they may be solved by working out SALBP-F iteratively. 

Nevertheless, despite the fact of being NP-hard, SALBP problems can be considered more or 

less difficult by regarding at certain measures such as the order strength or the task time 

variability ratio. 

Due to its complexity, it is not convenient to formulate a mathematical model for a real-world 

SALBP and solve it by standard optimization software. Instead, several algorisms, both 

heuristic and exact, have been developed. For a well structured review and further references 

see Scholl and Becker (2006). 

 

GALBP 

Since the assumptions of SALBP are very restrictive with respect to real-world assembly line 

systems, researchers have been working on identifying, formulating and solving problems that 

include more realistic features. These problems are grouped by the term Generalized 

Assembly Line Balancing Problem (GALBP) and have the following assumptions (Scholl and 

Becker 2006, Boysen, Fliedner and Scholl 2007): 

 The products to be manufactured (one or more) are known with certainty 

 A set of processing alternatives is or can be given 

 The line is to be configured such that target production quantities are satisfied for a 

certain planning horizon. This might be realized by setting the (average) cycle time(s) 

and, thus, production rate(s) or by seeking to produce as much as possible if maximum 

sales are not a limiting factor 

 The line flow is unidirectional 

 The processing sequence of tasks is subject to precedence restrictions 

Most of the GALBP models and procedures are directly based on their SALBP counterparts, so 

it is much more interesting to study the new features included in the model and the objective 

approach rather than paying attention to the methods used to solve them. Among many 

others, the main features that build GALBP from SALBP by adding new restrictions to the 

model are the ones that follow. 

Buffered (unpaced) assembly line: All workstations operate at an individual speed and there is 

no common cycle time. In this problem, workpieces may have to wait before they can enter in 

the following workstation and some workstations may get idle when waiting for the next 

workpiece. These difficulties are solved by setting and dimensioning buffers between some 

workstations. 
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When all workpieces produced in a line are identical, it is called a single-model line. However, 

if several models are produced in the same assembly line, the ALBP is linked to a sequencing 

problem. Task times may differ between models and the sequence of the products to be 

manufactured is essential in maximizing the efficiency of the line. Two different problems can 

be observed: 

Mixed-model line: The models are similar enough so that the line needs no setting up time (or 

it can be neglected) when changing production from one model to another. An arbitrary 

sequence of units of the different models, usually defined after the sequencing problem, can 

be manufactured in the line. 

Multi-model line: The models are different enough to have to consider a setting up time when 

changing production from one model to another. In this case, the sequencing problem does 

not regard units of models but lots of units of a model or very similar models. Therefore, there 

is a strong influence between balancing, sequencing and lot sizing problems. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Regarding the variability of task times, we can at least underline three different models. 

Deterministic: There are no variations (or they can be neglected) among task times. This is the 

case of very basic operations or highly reliable automated workstations. 

Stochastic: The variations of the task times are important enough to be considered. They are 

mainly caused by instability of humans with respect to work rate, skill and motivation among 

others. Task times can be represented by a probability model. 

Learning effects: Task times improve with the time as workers get experienced and skilled and 

the production process benefits from successive minor improvements and adjustments. 

The layout of the flow-line production system, partially pre-determined by the flow of 

materials, still has some possibilities. 

Serial line: Single workstations are arranged along a straight conveyor belt.  

U-shaped assembly line: Every workstation can work in two facing segments of the line. 

Among other advantages, this layout allows a better balance of work load because each 

station can perform a larger number of tasks combinations.  

Figure 2: Line types depending on the models they produce (Becker 
and Scholl 2006) 
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Figure 3: U-shaped line with workstation areas (Becker and Scholl 2006) 

Usually, improvements in the manufacturing system can be reached by introducing parallelism. 

When dealing with a multi-model production system, we can set parallel lines each one 

designed for a product or product family. It allows better balances in the lines but, on the 

other hand, a decision problem concerning which lines to install and how to assign the 

workforce in the lines arises. 

In a system with parallel stations, workpieces are distributed to different workstations that 

perform the same tasks. These stations allow the global cycle time to be smaller than the 

longest tasks time. 

Sometimes, there are different process alternatives. Different tasks may be performed by 

different equipment or using different technology. In this case, the equipment assignation to 

the workstations, the process selection and the balancing problem have to be solved together. 

It is usually called assembly line design problem (ALDP). 

A two-sided line structure can be interesting when producing big workpieces such as buses or 

trucks. It consists of two serial lines working together. Opposite workstation work 

simultaneously as a couple, each one in either sides of the line, so the workpiece does not 

need to be turned too many times. 

On top of that, we can find more simple restrictions for the balancing problem, such as the 

ones following among many others. 

Station related assignment restrictions are given when, for example, it is not possible to fully 

equip all the workstations. In this scenario, similar tasks in machinery requirements terms 

should be assigned together to a properly equipped workstation. 

Task related constraints appear when incompatibilities between tasks are given, or certain 

distances or times between the performances of a group of tasks have to be respected. 

Apart from including new features and constrains to the model, another big group of GALBP 

are developed by changing the objective to optimize in the systems.  

Since manufacturing is generally done by companies looking for economical profit, the most 

realistic approach is the cost and profit oriented objective. This objective is set some steps 

further than the typical cycle time and number of stations objectives, which in some way, also 

regard costs. The cycle time could be a driver for the wage cost attributed to a unit of 
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manufactured product and the number of workstation could also explain a part of the fixed 

costs as well as the number of wages to pay to operators. 

A profit view needs to regard revenues and costs. Revenues depend on the price of the 

product and the volume of product that can be sold. Revenues forecasts concerning new 

products are usually very difficult, complex and not always accurate enough. Although this 

kind of forecast could change the optimal solution of an ALBP problem (when production 

exceeds sales, for example), some hypotheses are often made: every unit produced is sold and 

prices are flat or follow inflation. 

Cost oriented objectives are given much more attention because costs are more influenced by 

the manufacturing process than revenues are.  Apart from the equipment selection and 

process alternatives perspective summarized above, a widely accepted cost model has been 

developed by stating that tasks have different levels of difficulty. The more difficult the task is, 

the more qualified and paid the operator must be. The operator has to be qualified enough to 

do the most difficult task he has been assigned but can perform any easier task. On top of that, 

a fixed cost regarding equipment, space and others is considered for every workstation needed 

(Amen 2000a). In this context, a new dominance rule that differs from the maximal load rule 

(used in SALBP-1) is developed because the latter can skip some optimal solutions in this kind 

ALBP.  

A complete line of research in cost-oriented ALBP has been developed by Matthias Amen and 

can be read at Amen (2000a), Amen (2000b) and Amen (2006)among others.  

Although not very processed and elaborated, a wide and diverse review can be glimpsed 

Kumar and Mahto (2013) if looking for further information about every topic explained above. 

Following a brief introduction of the problem and term definition, the abstracts of a hundred 

papers about different ALBP topics are listed as well as a list of titles, authors and topics of the 

papers.  

 

ALBP classification 

Since the first ALBP paper, a lot of literature has been written about the topic: including new 

features, different problems, adding constraints and changing the objective. Despite the effort 

made by the researchers, it seems like practitioners don’t use the methods published to solve 

their real-world ALBP. Empirical surveys in the 70s and 80s revealed that a very small part of 

industries were using mathematical procedures to set their manufacturing configuration at the 

time. (Boysen et al. 2007) 

It is believed that this gap between researchers and practitioners is still there and some 

theoretical causes have been pointed (Scholl and Becker 2006) (Boysen et al. 2007): 

 Researchers have not considered real-world problems. Their models are too simplified 

to be extrapolated by practitioners. 

 The problems were identified, described and a model could be built. However, it could 

not be solved to satisfaction. 
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 Solutions for special case studies could not develop their generalizations for further 

application in other similar situations. 

According to Boysen et al. (2007), all these reasons point at a lack of communication between 

practitioners and researchers. Besides, as a first step in working out this problem, he proposes 

a new notations system to classify all the different problems that can be generated under the 

title of ALBP based on the scheme used to classify machine scheduling and project scheduling. 

To begin with, SALBP is taken as the common reference and all its assumptions (explained in 

SALBP section) have to be applied unless there is a statement against any of these 

assumptions. 

The idea is to determine and describe the problem by adding some features from a list to a 

SALBP. This features or variations to the SALBP can be observed in three different elements of 

the problem. The precedence graph describes all tasks to be performed with their 

characteristics and requirements. Workstations, which are set along the line with a certain 

layout, perform tasks in a certain way taking into account resources and restrictions. The 

objective is the variable or magnitude to optimize. 

Therefore, the identification of a problem states the variations to the SALBP in each of these 

elements noted as tuple [α|β|γ]; where the Greek letters stand for the precedence graph, 

workstations and objective, respectively. Again, variations can be classified in different groups 

in each element defining parameters α1, α2, etc. Features in some groups are exclusive; if one 

is given the rest cannot be given. While features in other groups are accumulative: one or 

more features in the group can be given at once. These accumulative groups are noted with *. 

When an element has no differences from the SALBP, it has a default value, represented by ◦, 

and can be skipped. 
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TSALBP 

Taking space into consideration 

The Time and Space Assembly Line Balancing Problem was first introduced in 2007 by Bautista 

and Pereira as a development of the SALBP. Working closely with Nissan plant in Barcelona, 

they identified space availability as a usual constrain in the plant and presumably in the rest of 

the automotive industry. This can be explained by the following reasons: 

 The tools and machinery required to execute a task as well as the parts to be 

assembled to the product are placed along the sides of the line. Sometimes, 

operations can only be performed from one side of the line so physical space is even 

more restricted. 

 The length of the workstation is limited. Workers need to carry the tools and the parts 

to be assembled from the containers to the unit, so the closer the materials are the 

cheaper in terms of effort and time it is for the workers to perform the tasks. More 

than that, we must establish a maximum allowable movement for the workers. 

Generally, workers will start working on the unit as soon as it gets to the station and 

will follow it until it gets to the following station. 

 New products are developed but the production plant is kept almost unchanged. 

When the new product is more sophisticated or has more parts to be assembled than 

the older one, space management becomes an issue of utmost importance. 

 

Problem definition 

The TSALBP has all the features explained in SALBP and a space constrain. The way to consider 

the space is by measuring the area aj required by each task j and the area Ak available in each 

workstation k. While areas required by tasks can vary depending on the parts and tools to be 

assembled, areas initially available in workstations tend to be the same for each one (Ak = A) 

for simplicity reasons. Of course, A has to be at least as big as the maximum area required by a 

task.  

Feasible solutions for this problem must fulfil all the requirements of the SALBP: (1) 

precedence constrains and (2) workstation load (t(Sk)) cannot be greater than cycle time c. In 

addition, they must also take into account that the area required for the tasks assigned to each 

workstation (a(Sk)) cannot exceed the area available in each workstation A. 

The precedence graph (Figure 4) includes information about areas required by tasks (right side 

of the /) as well as the typical information in SALBP: task numbers, processing times (left side 

of the /) and precedence relationships. 

 

 

 

 
Figure 4: TSALBP precedence graph (Bautista & Pereira 2007) 
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There are three optimization variables in this problem: cycle time (c), number of open stations 

(m) and space availability (A). The first two were explained in ALBP section, while the third 

refers to the amount of space that stations can provide for their tasks parts and tools. So, eight 

variants of the problem can be observed depending on the optimization criteria as referred in 

Table 2. 

Name m c A Tupe 

TSALBP-F Given Given Given F 

TSALBP-1 Minimize Given Given OP 

TSALBP-2 Given Minimize Given OP 

TSALBP-3 Given Given Minimize OP 

TSALBP-1/2 Minimize Minimize Given MOP 

TSALBP-1/3 Minimize Given Minimize MOP 

TSALBP-2/3 Given Minimize Minimize MOP 

TSALBP-1/2/3 Minimize Minimize Minimize MOP 
Table 2: TSALBP groups depending on the objective 

TSALBP-1 and TSALBP-1/3 are said to be the most realistic problems in the automotive industry 

since the time cycle is usually set through the annual production by some market objectives 

(Bautista & Pereira 2007) 

A property that must be underlined is that, like the SALBP, the TSALBP is a reversible problem. 

By changing the direction of the arcs in the precedence graph of a direct instance, we obtain 

its dual instance. Both instances can be solved using the same procedures. However, in order 

to obtain a solution for the direct instance, the solution to the dual instance “must be read 

from the end to the beginning”, in other words, tasks assigned to the last workstation in the 

dual instance should be assigned to the first workstation in the direct instance and so on.  

 

Mathematical Model 

As well as the problem definition, a mathematical model was presented in Bautista and Pereira 

(2007) which uses the notation given in SALBP literature and in the present work. 

Some new elements are defined: 

Ej, Lj  The earliest and latest workstation to which task j can be assigned 

UB The upper bound of the number of stations 

Pj Set of tasks which are direct precedence of task j 

xjk A decision binary variable that can only be 1 if task j is assigned to workstation k 

The following expressions define the restrictions: 

    
  

    
                    (1) 

              
  
        (2) 
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                          (3) 

      
 
                           (4) 

     
  
    

      
  

    
                            (5) 

                                     (6) 

Expression (1) ensures that a task is performed once and only once. Expressions (2) to (4) 

ensure respectively that there are no more workstations than the ones available, the workload 

does not exceed the cycle time in any workstation and the space required in each workstation 

does not exceed the space available. Expression (5) ensures the accomplishments of the 

precedence relationships between every pair of tasks. Finally expression (6) defines de 

decision binary variables. 

So far, the TSALBP-F has been described, in which m, c and A are parameters. In order to 

formalize any of the 7 remaining variations of the problem, on or more of the following 

objective functions should be added to the model: 

                        
  
     (7) 

                          
 
      (8) 

                          
 
      (9) 

Clearly, expression (7) to (9) are used one by one in TSALBP-1, TSALBP-2 and TSALBP-3 

respectively. 

In a later paper, Bautista and Pereira (2011), the model was revised by including yk binary 

variables. yk will be 1 if and only if one or more tasks are performed in workstation k. What is 

more, even a new model obtained by Peeters and Degraeve using Dantzig-Wolfe 

decomposition is introduced. 

 

Literature Review 

Although the problem was formalized not many years ago, some researchers have been 

working on efficient algorithms that can provide good solutions to real-world instances of the 

problem in reasonable time: 

 Ant colony optimization algorithm (Bautista & Pereira 2007). 

 Multi-objective constructive heuristics based on ant colony optimization and greedy 

search algorithms for the TSALBP-1/3 (Chica et al. 2010). 

 A multi-objective genetic algorithm for the TSALBP-1/3 (Chica et al. 2011).  

 An adaptation of the Bounded Dynamic Programming with innovative lower bound 

procedures (Bautista & Pereira 2011).  

 Memetic algorithm using evolutionary computation, ant colony optimisation and 

greedy randomised search procedure for the memetic search process (Chica et al. 

2012).  
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 A multi-objective algorithm that identifies solutions in Pareto frontier and approaches 

with the Technique for Order Preference by Similarity to Ideal Solution (Solimanpur & 

Jaberi 2012). 

  

Ant colony 

Bautista et al. (2007) introduces the first version of an Ant System algorithm to solve the 

TSALBP-1. Ant System paradigm is based on the strategy ants use to find their way to a food 

resource and shorten it. They drop small amounts of pheromones that others can identify and 

follow the path with highest concentration of the chemical product. In this sense, the 

algorithm goes iteratively through: (1) solution building with a mixed procedure half random 

half pheromone based, (2) local improvement of the solutions and (3) pheromone evaporation 

and deposal. 

To begin with, a solution to the TSALBP-1 is built by means of a heuristic procedure obtaining a 

first value of the number of workstations m. Then, the same problem is worked out by the 

solution building algorism but looking for a one less workstation solution (m’ = m - 1). If a 

solution to the TSALBP-1 with m’ workstations is obtained, a local improvement procedure is 

carried out to optimize c’ and A’ with m’ workstations given (TSALBP-2/3). If the optimized c’ 

and A’ are not greater than c and A respectively, a solution with (m = m’) is feasible. The 

pheromone trail is cleared and another solution with (m’ = m - 1) should be looked for by the 

solution building algorism. Otherwise, if one or both of the optimized c’ and A’ is greater than c 

and A respectively, the pheromone trail is updated and c’ and A’ are decreased 1% or one 

unit, whatever is greater. Then, the solution building algorithm is carried out again looking for 

an m’ workstations feasible solutions with diminished c’ and A’ given. If the solution building 

algorithm cannot find a solution with m’ workstations with the given c’ and A’, these c’ and A’ 

are increased 1% or 1 unit, whatever it is greater, and the solution building algorithm is carried 

out again with increased c’ and A’. The iteration is stopped if an end condition is given or 50 

iterations have been made and no improvements in the number of workstations have been 

made. 

The solution building algorism follows a station oriented framework, which provides better 

solutions for SALBP-1 than the task oriented one. It is based on the application of priority rules 

that assign a priority value to each task depending on the task’s features. The algorithm opens 

the first workstation (k = 1) and assigns candidate tasks to it following the priority value. 

Candidate tasks are those whose all precedent tasks have already been assigned and can be 

fitted into the currently open workstation in terms of processing time and space required. If no 

more tasks can be assigned to the open workstations, it is closed and a new one (k + 1) is open 

as long as there are tasks left to be assigned. 

The priority value in this algorithm is a probability for the task (j) to be assigned in the 

workstation (k) and has two parts, one given by the heuristic information of the task (ηj) and 

the other one by the pheromone that previous solutions have deposited (τkj). 
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Where Fj
* is the set of all successors of task j, α and β define de weight of each component and 

Dk is the set of candidate tasks that can be assigned to workstation k. 

The local improvement procedure is based on moving a task from a station to another or 

sweeping two tasks in different workstations. The only constrain that has to be fulfilled after 

the transformation is the precedence relationship. In this case, the station with the higher 

workload t(Sk) and the one with higher space requirements a(Sk) are chosen to make all 

transformations possible. The transformations that improve the workstations loads without 

worsening the overall solution are accepted. The algorithm stops when no improvements are 

made in a neighbourhood of a solution or when a solution compatible with cycle time and 

space given in the instance is found. 

The pheromone trail is a matrix with elements τkj. It is initially set at 0.5 for every element, and 

every time it has to be updated pheromone is first evaporated in a fixed proportion ρ, and 

then deposited according to the quality of the obtained solution. 

              

      
     

     
     

Where cc and Ac are the cycle time and required area of the solution obtained while c* and A* 

are the ones imposed by the instance. 
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Problem definition 
Much has been done to improve solutions to the TSALBP problem by developing better solving 

algorithms. However, the way this work wants to find improved solutions to the TSALBP 

problem is by doing it more flexible in its space constraints. 

The first flexibility measure, called space sharing, is allowing consecutive workstations to share 

a small enough amount of available space (A) to neglect any increment in the task processing 

time (tj). By doing so, a better solution can be obtained in the case that, due to a lack of one 

unit space in workstation 1 while a surplus of space is given in workstation 2, workstation 3 

needs to be open. With this feature, workstation 1 would borrow one unit of free space from 

workstation 2 and workstation 3 could remain closed, which provides a better solution to the 

instance. 

The second measure, called tool sharing, is based on the cost oriented ALBP. As it is known, 

space is used both for parts to be assembled and tools to perform the task. Not much can be 

done with the space required for the parts, so every task (j) will require aj units of space to 

place the containers of the parts to be assembled. However, some tasks may need the same 

tools, so it is not needed to have 3 units of the same tool in the same workstation just because 

3 different tasks in the same workstation require that tool. It is possible that 3 units of the tool 

are not needed even if they are in different workstations. The purpose of this feature is to save 

space (and costs) by assigning tasks that need the same tools together in the same 

workstation, so that the same tool unit can be used for as many tasks as possible. 

The TSALBP including space and tool sharing is defined as follows: 

Assembly work is divided into a set of tasks (j ϵ V = {1, ..., n }) with precedence relationships 

described in a precedence graph. The set of tasks that need to be performed before another 

task j can be executed are called precedent tasks, the ones which are only one arc away from 

task j in the graph are immediate precedent tasks (Pj). Each task has a processing time (tj), a 

required area (aj) for the container of the part to be assembled and a tool (Tj) that has to be 

available in the workstation so that the task can be carried out. If a task does not need a tool 

to be performed, Tj = 0. Besides, every type of tool (l = 1, ..., nt) also has a required area (atl) 

for it to be placed in a workstation. Obviously, the virtual tool (l = 0) requires no space at all 

(at0 = 0). 

Since not many tools are required for assembly tasks and for simplicity reasons, Tj has been 

defined as an integer, so a task can require either one or none tool. A logic generalisation of 

the situation is allowing tasks to require as much tools as needed. This can be achieved by 

defining Tj as a set and doing some minor modifications in the mathematical model constrains. 

The precedence graph summarizes most of the information needed to define the instance, see 

Figure 5. The number that identifies the task (j) is inside the node. Precedence relationships 

are shown by the graph’s arcs. Processing time (tj) is above the node on the left side of the bar, 

while the area required for the parts to be assembled when performing the task (aj) is on the 

right side of the bar. The number below the node is the number of the tool required for the 

task (Tj). If there is no number, no tool is required for the task. In the example, task j = 6 has 

two immediate precedent tasks P6 = {3, 4}, a processing time t6 = 12 and area required a6 = 9. 
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On top of that, this task requires tool number one T6 = 1, which needs at1 units of space in the 

workstation. 

 

Figure 5: TSALBP precedence graph modified for tool sharing feature 

These tasks are executed in workstations (k = 1, ..., m), which are distributed along the 

assembly line. Each workstation has a cycle time (c) to perform the set of all tasks that have 

been assigned to it (Sk), as well as an available area (A) where all containers and tools needed 

have to be placed. If there is not enough space in a workstation k and there is some free space 

in workstation k-1, workstation k can borrow bk units of space from the previous workstation 

up to a limit (bk ≤ ss) with no increase in the processing times (tj). Obviously, if workstation k+1 

has some free space and workstation k has not enough space, workstation k can also borrow 

bk+1 units of space from the following workstation under the same conditions. Note that in this 

case, 0 ≥ bk+1 ≥ -ss. An example of the space sharing feature is given in Figure 6. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

The purpose of the problem is to feasibly assign tasks to workstations in an optimal way 

according to an optimization variable. In order to have a feasible solution, all constraints have 

to be met: 

X=0                                          x=A                                        x=2A                                        x=3A 

X=0                                                   x=A+b1                    x=2A+b2                                      x=3A 

                        k=1                                          k=2                                         k=3 

Figure 6: Area assigned to workstations before and after space sharing. Note that b1<0 and b2>0. 
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 Precedence relationships. If task j is assigned to workstation k, all immediate 

precedent tasks to task j (Pj) must be assigned to workstation k or earlier. 

 Time. The workload of a workstation k (t(Sk)), which is the sum of all the processing 

times (tj) of the tasks assigned to this workstation (Sk), cannot be greater than the cycle 

time (c). 

 Tools. Workstation k must have all tools required for the tasks assigned to it (T(Sk)). 

 Space. The space required in every workstation cannot be greater than the space 

available. The space required in workstation k is the sum of the space to place the 

parts to be assembled by the workstation (a(Sk)) and tools needed (at(T(Sk))). The 

space available in workstation k is the initial space assigned A plus the space borrowed 

from the previous workstation k-1 (bk) minus the space lent to the following 

workstation k+1 (bk+1). 

The main optimization variables in this problem are the same than in the TSALBP, summarised 

in Table 2. In this work we will focus on TSALBP-1 because of the reasons given in section State 

of the Art. TSALBP. Problem definition by Bautista et al. (2007). 

However, some secondary objectives arise. An improvement in a secondary objective cannot 

worsen the solution in terms of the primary objective. 

 Workload. A typical secondary objective in ALBP is to smooth the workload among 

workstations, so that the task assignation is fairer for workers and the manufacturing 

process more robust against minor changes in processing times. 

 Space sharing. Although the present model neglects any increase in processing times 

when space used by a workstation is greater than the space initially established (A), 

those increases could in some cases be significant. Not only it is good to limit the 

amount of space shared (ss) but also to try to minimize it. 

 Tools. The present model tries to minimize the amount of tools used even in 

workstations with large amounts of free space, although it is not a cost-oriented 

model. Other secondary objective in this sense could be trying to minimize the amount 

of space given to tools. 

 

Mathematical Model 
Although it is not the best way to solve real-world instances of the problem, mathematical 

programming is useful to find out optimal solutions for small and simple instances and to 

formalize the problem. Since the problem defined in this work is developed from the TSALBP, 

the same notation and very similar constrains will be used as much as possible. 

All parameters and sets have been defined in section Problem definition. 

Variables used in the model are the following ones: 

xjk = {0, 1} is a decision variable whose value will be 1 if and only if task j is assigned to 

workstation k. 
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yk = {0, 1} is a decision variable whose value will be 1 if and only if workstation k performs one 

or more tasks. 

zkl = {0, 1} is a decision variable whose value will be 1 if and only if tool l is available in 

workstation k. 

bk (-ss ≤ bk ≤ ss ) is a decision variable that indicates the amount of space that workstation k 

borrows from its previous workstation k-1. 

Constrains are defined as follows: 

    
 
                     (1) 

      
 
       

                                (2) 

         
 
                    (3) 

   
 
           (4) 

   
 
             

  
                                  (5) 

      (6) 

        (7) 

                          (8) 

    
                             (9) 

Expression (1) ensures that every task is performed once and only once, while expression (2) 

ensures that precedence constrains are met. Expression (3) ensures that a workstation 

performing tasks is open. Expression (4) defines the time constrain and expressions (5) to (7) 

define the space constrain. Expression (8) does not allow a closed workstation to lend space to 

its previous workstation which can be open. Expression (9) ensures that a needed tool is 

available in a workstation.  

The objective function for the TSALBP-1 is clear: 

            

 

   

 

However, two secondary objectives are included. One will be minimizing the amount of space 

shared between consecutive workstations and the other will be minimizing the units of tools 

used to equip all workstations. Since this work is not modelling a cost-oriented problem and it 

pretends to neglect the increase in processing times due to space sharing, the second 

objective will be to minimize the amount of space shared. Minimizing the units of tools used 

will be the third objective. 
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Second objective function is basically minimizing bk. However, since it can be positive or 

negative, we have to prevent positive and negative values to neutralize the sum. One way to 

do it is by considering the absolute value of bk. A more interesting way is to take bk
2, because it 

also penalises the situation of one workstation taking 4 units of space in favour of 2 

workstations taking 2 units of space each, which supports more strongly the assumption of 

neglecting processing times. 

The smallest improvement in primary function is one unit. In order not to worsen the primary 

objective function when improving the secondary objective function, the maximum 

improvement in secondary objective function cannot be greater than one unit.  This feature is 

achieved by dividing the sum of shared space by an upper bound (m·ss2), adding one in case 

space sharing is zero (ss = 0).  

For the third objective function, the previous method is followed. The objective itself is to 

minimize the sum of the number of tools in all workstations. However, in order to prioritize 

improvements in the other two functions, it must be divided by its own upper bound (nt·m), 

adding one in case number of tools is zero (nt = 0), and divided by secondary objective upper 

bound too. 

                    

 

   

 
   

  
   

       
 

 

       
 
     

  
   

 
   

      
 

Example 
For the precedence graph given in Figure 5 and cycle time c = 20, workstation space A = 20, 

maximum space shared ss = 12 and atl = 3, 4, 2 for l = 1, 2, 3; we obtain a solution with m = 5 

workstations. Tasks are assigned to workstations: {1} {2} {3, 4} {5, 7} {6, 8}. 

Space is shared bk = 0, 5, 11, 7, 3 and since all bk are positive, workstations k borrows space 

from workstation k-1. Sharing space allows to assign tasks with small processing times but high 

space requirements together in the same workstation (such as tasks 3 and 4 assigned to 

workstation 3) if another workstation with high workload but low space load (such as 

workstation 2) is next to the former. 

Tools are assigned to workstations: {1} {2} {2} {3} {1}. Note that in workstation 4, tool 3 is 

shared by tasks 5 and 7, so 2 units of space are saved in a workstation which is already highly 

demanded in terms of space (5+17+2=24). 

The same instance but without the possibility to share any space (ss = 0) or any tool, has an 

optimal solution of m = 6 workstations: {1} {2} {3} {4, 6} {5, 8} {7}, which underlines the 

potential improvement that space and tool sharing can provide to the solutions. 
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Data Set 
In order to be able to evaluate the convenience of the features introduced in the model and 

their impact in the quality of the solutions, this features have to be tested in a set of instances. 

It is a good practice in this line of research to use always the same set of instances in order to 

be able to compare the impact of different solving procedures so that the effect of the 

complexity of the set of instances does not need to be neutralized. 

The web page http://www.assembly-line-balancing.de is usually referred to as a source of data 

sets for different types of ALBP. In particular, Scholl (1993) is a good review of different data 

sets for SALBP-1 and SALBP-2 from which the precedence graphs and cycle times for the 

present work have been taken. 

Although the intention is not to modify the instances in any sense, in order to adapt the SALBP 

instances to the TSALBP some authors have proposed some ways to generate the space 

related data. However, to include the new features, data related to tools and equipment has 

to be generated and added to the instances, which is described in the following sections. 

The complete set of data used in this work can be found in the annex.  

 

SALBP data set 
In the present work, the “Data Set of Scholl” is chosen to carry out the experimentation 

because instances seem to be more challenging than others presented in Scholl (1993) and 

other sources. Challenging in the sense that the best solutions found so far are sometimes 

more than one unit greater than their lower bounds, which indicates that solutions could be 

improved in some instances. Graphs in this data set are either taken from the industry or 

randomly generated; their references can be read for further details. 

Due to the size of the present work, only graphs with less than 89 tasks (n ≤ 89) included in the 

“Data Set of Scholl” are used in the experimentation. In order to measure whether a graph 

describes a difficult instance or not, some indicators called measures of complexity have been 

developed and explained in Scholl (1993), such as the flexibility ratio, the west ratio and the 

time interval. However, the ones considered in the present work are the order strength and 

the time variability ratio. 

The order strength ratio is defined as the number of arcs (avoiding the redundant ones) of the 

graph divided by n· (n – 1) / 2, the maximum number of arcs that an acyclic graph can have 

with n nodes. The OS measures the number of precedence relations. Instances with higher OS 

are expected to be more complex, although many other factors have influence in complexity. 

An instance with OS = 1 has so many precedence relations that only one sequence of task can 

be performed, while an instance with OS = 0 is considered to be an instance of the bin packing 

problem. 

The time variability ratio is defined by TV = tmax/tmin, where tmax is the greatest processing time 

and tmin, the smallest. A small TV indicates that processing times vary in a small interval or that 

http://www.assembly-line-balancing.de/
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the smallest processing time is quite large. It is stated that instances with smaller TV are more 

complex because there are more feasible combinations of tasks to assign in the workstations. 

The graphs and some of their characteristics are detailed in Table 3 with the sum of the 

processing times as tsum and the complexity ratios OS and TV expressed in tan per cent. 

Name n tmin tmax tsum OS TV 

Rosenberg 25 1 13 125 71.7 13 

Buxey 29 1 25 324 50.7 25 

Lutz1 32 100 1400 14140 83.5 14 

Gunther 35 1 40 483 59.5 40 

Hahn 53 40 1775 14026 83.8 44.4 

Warnecke 58 7 53 1548 59.1 7.6 

Wee-Mag 75 2 27 1499 22.7 13.5 

Lutz2 89 1 10 485 77.6 10 

Lutz3 89 1 74 1644 77.6 74 
Table 3: Summary of the graphs used in this work taken from "Data set of Scholl" Scholl (1993) 

Since it is not easy to design graphs, different cycle times are assigned to each graph to create 

several instances from the same graph, up to a total number of 31 instances from 9 graphs. On 

top of that, the method Hoffman, which defines these cycle times, has been developed to 

generate more strenuous instances by considering cycle times that would provide total idle 

times really close to zero if a solution with the theoretical minimum number of workstations 

(mmin) was feasible. The cycle times are determined with the following equations: 

      
    

    
  

      
    

 
                   

    

 
         

 

Generating the space related data 
When the TSALBP was first introduced, researchers had to adapt the existing data sets to the 

new problem definition. They needed to set the space available in a workstation (A) and the 

space required for every task (aj).  

The method proposed in the few data sets available and followed in Bautista and Pereira 

(2007) and Bautista and Pereira (2011) consists of giving the processing time value of the last 

task (tn) to the space required by the first task (a1) and so on, while giving the value of the cycle 

time (c) to the area available in every workstation (A). 

    

          

This method it is not based on industry requirements but it performs well in the problem 

research because time and space are constrained in a similar degree.  
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In this work, in order to evaluate the effect of the space sharing measure, each instance is 

solved for different values of space sharing limit (ss). Since available space in workstations (A) 

varies from instance to instance, the space sharing limit (ss) is linked to this parameter. Firstly, 

the values have been ss = {0, 0.1·A, 0.2·A, …, A}. However, after a first analysis of the results, 

experimentation has been repeated with values ss = {0, 0.01·A, 0.02·A, 0.05·A, 0.1·A, 0.2·A}.  

 

Generating the equipment related data 
Once again, the tool sharing feature has been added to the TSALBP changing the mathematical 

model and the data required with it. In this case, no already existing methods to generate this 

kind of data have been found. In addition, information about the real needs in equipment of 

the industry is not fully available and a study about the characteristics of this equipment data 

is beyond the objectives of the present work. Therefore, an arbitrary method to generate the 

data is proposed in the following paragraphs. In this work, 9 different instances in terms of 

equipment data are created from every TSALBP instance so that the effect of the tool sharing 

can be analyzed. 

The parameters related to the tool sharing feature defined in the section Problem definition 

were the number of different types of tool required by the tasks (nt), the space required for 

every tool l (atl) and the tool required by task j (Tj). As it has already been explained, either 

none or one tool can be required by a task. 

To begin with, it is likely that the more tasks that have to be performed, the more different 

tools are needed. So, the parameter nt is defined by nt = n/K rounding to the nearest integer, 

where K = 5, 10, 20 for graphs with n ≤ 53 and K = 10, 20, 30 for graphs with higher n, so that 

the number of different tools is not too high. 

Then, as the available space in every workstation (A) is remaining unchanged, in order not to 

alter the space constraint too much, the area required for a task j (aj* in the TSALBP instances) 

that needs tool l (Tj = l) is split into the area needed by the tool (atl) and the area required by 

the containers of the parts to be assembled when carrying out this task (aj* = aj + atl). The tool 

space (atl) is generated randomly given a probability distribution linked to the original areas 

requested by tasks (aj*).  Arbitrarily, in this work a normal distribution with mean the half of 

the mean of the original areas and standard deviation a quarter of the standard deviation of 

the original task areas is used. These parameters are generated every time that nt changes. 

      
  

    

 
 
   

 

 
  

Finally, some tasks have to have a tool assigned. Since the amount of tools required and 

possibly shared has an impact on the improvement of the solution, P0 is defined as the 

probability for a task of not having a tool assigned and, for every K , P0 = 0.25, 0.5, 0.75. The 

probabilities to have one kind of tool or another are equal for simplicity’s sake. Given these 

probabilities, tools are randomly assigned. However, since aj = aj* - atl ≥ 1, every tool 

assignation has to be checked. If the assignation makes an area smaller than 1 then the tool 
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has to be swept for the tool of another task or given to a tasks with no tool until aj ≥ 1 for every 

j. 

An Excel sheet has been used to generate the equipment related data and an example of it and 

further explanation can be found in the annex. 
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Solving 
The model developed in this work includes space and tool sharing features and both of them 

play their part in improving solutions. In order to be able to distinguish the effect each feature 

has and their interaction, instances have been solved three times: one only includes space 

sharing, another one only includes tool sharing, and the last one includes both features. Two 

different models are used; one for space sharing only and another one for tool sharing only 

and both measures at once. The model that includes both measures can be used for tool 

sharing only just setting the sharing space limit to zero (ss = 0). However, only the complete 

model is explained in this section because the space sharing model can be easily obtained by 

erasing everything that has to do with tools. 

Yet again, space and tool sharing can have different effects depending on the algorithm used 

to solve the instances. In this sense, some instances are solved both with an exact and a 

heuristic procedure, while others are only solved with the heuristic algorithm due to the large 

amount of computing time they need to be solved in the former way. Solving instances with 

different procedures provides an overview of the effect of the measures added in the model 

depending on the efficacy of the algorithm. 

In order to check that algorithms provide feasible solutions, an Excel sheet has been designed 

and included in the annex. Only some solutions could be checked due to the great amount of 

manual work this procedure needs. 

 

Mathematical Programming  
The exact procedure used in this work is mathematical programming, which provides optimal 

solutions. Instances have been coded with AMPL and solved with CPLEX. The mathematical 

model described in section Problem definition. Mathematical model. cannot be used directly. 

Some minor changes have to be made as well as a syntax adaptation. 

To begin with, workstations are obliged to open one by one consecutively and starting with the 

first one by adding a new constrain.  

                         (10)   

Then, the model is transformed to a lineal one. Note that the only non linear part of the model 

is the secondary objective that has to do with minimizing the total amount of space shared. 

There is a bk
2 to avoid negative values of the variable neutralizing the sum. However, this can 

be easily changed by redefining the amount of shared space in a workstation as bk = bpk – bnk, 

being both bpk and bnk positive or zero, integers variables and not greater than ss. Constrains 

(5) to (8) are obviously affected and change to the following inequalities and equalities: 

   
 
             

  
                                            (5) 

       (6) 

         (7) 
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                           (8) 

The objective function is also modified. bpk and bnk can be summed now to minimize the total 

amount of shared space. Furthermore, the upper bound of the secondary function changes to 

ss·m. 

                    

 

   

 
          

 
   

      
 

 

      
 
     

  
   

 
   

      
 

The model translated to the language used in AMPL is detailed in Figure 7. 

set P {j in 1..n};  
 
param t {j in 1..n};  
param a {j in 1..n};  
param T {j in 1..n}; 
param c;  
param n; 
param m; 
param A;  
param ss; 
param nt; 
param at {l in 1..nt}; 
 
var x {j in 1..n, k in 1..m} binary; 
var y {k in 1..m+1} binary; 
var bp {k in 1..m+1} integer >= 0 , <=ss; 
var bn {k in 1..m+1} integer >= 0, <= ss;   
var z {k in 1..m, l in 0..nt} binary; 
 
minimize tsalbp1: (sum{k in 1..m} y[k])+(sum{k in 1..m} (bp[k]+bn[k]))/(ss*m+1)+(sum{k in 
1..m} (sum{l in 0..nt} z[k, l]))/((m * nt+1)*(ss*m+1)) ; 
 
subject to Open_Wstation {k in 1..m}: n * y[k] >= sum {j in 1..n} x[j, k]; 
subject to Tasks_Performance {j in 1..n}: sum{k in 1..m} x[j, k] = 1;  
subject to Precedence {j in 1..n, i in P[j]}: sum{k in 1..m} k * x[i, k] <= sum{k in 1..m} k *      
* x[j, k]; 
subject to Cycle_time {k in 1..m}: sum{j in 1..n} t[j] * x[j, k] <= c; 
subject to Space {k in 1..m}: sum {j in 1..n} x[j, k] * a[j] + sum{l in 1..nt} z[k, l]* at[l] <= A + 
+ bp[k] -bn[k] - bp[k+1] + bn[k+1];    
subject to First_Workstation: bp[1] = 0 ;    
subject to Last_Workstation: bn[m+1]= 0 ;    
subject to Workstation_Closed_NoSS {k in 1..m}: bn[k]<=ss*y[k] ; 
subject to WS_onebyone {k in 1..m}: y[k]>=y[k+1] ;    
subject to Tools {j in 1..n, k in 1..m}: z[k, T[j]] >=x [j, k]; 
Figure 7. Mathematical model for the space and tool sharing TSALBP in AMPL. 

Experimentation has been automated using the command “include” in AMPL and calling a .run 

file with a small program that reads data from data files, loads the model and data, calls the 

solver and writes the results in another file.  

Model, data and .run files are all included in the annex with further explanation. 
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Heuristic Algorithm 
The heuristic algorithm used is a quite simple greedy algorithm, in contrast to the powerful 

mathematical programming. It is not the objective of this work to develop good heuristics for 

the model. This greedy heuristic is coded in C language and compiled with GCC in a Linux 

operating system. 

The algorithm is based in the full load workstation criteria. The first workstation is opened and 

tasks are assigned to it as much as possible. When no more tasks can be assigned to the 

station, it is closed and another one is opened. These steps are repeated until all tasks have 

been assigned. 

On top of that, every time an assignment has to be done, tasks that can be assigned in the 

iteration are identified as candidate tasks. Candidate tasks are those which have not been 

assigned yet, whose all precedent tasks have been assigned and which can fit in the currently 

open workstation in terms of processing time and space required. Candidate tasks obtain a 

priority value (pv), the task with the higher priority value is assigned in the iteration. Priority 

value gives priority to those tasks that consume larger amount of resources from workstations 

in the first two summands. Besides, if the tool of a candidate task is already available in the 

workstation because another task requiring this tool has been previously assigned, nt is added 

to its priority value to incentivize its assignment.  The numerator is multiplied per 100 in all 

divisions because in the algorithm, integer division is used.  

    
      

 
 

            
 

 
    

    
      

 
 

            
 

 
 

As follows, a simplification of the heuristic is described and explained. The algorithm itself is 

included in the annex. 

Open workstation 
While (not all tasks assigned) do 
 Identify the candidate tasks 
 If (There is at least one candidate task) do 
  Calculate pv for candidate tasks 
  Assign the candidate task with higher pv 
 Else if (There are no candidate tasks) do 
  Close current workstation 
  Open workstation 
 End if 
End while 
Close workstation 
If (workstation m borrows space from m+1) do 
 Open workstation m+1 
 Transfer last task to workstation m+1 
 Close workstation m+1 
End if 
Figure 8. Simplification of the heuristic algorithm 
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 In order to take advantage of the space sharing feature, every time that a station is opened, it 

is allowed to borrow as much space as possible from the previous workstation. On top of that, 

it is also allowed to borrow as much space as possible from the following workstation if 

needed to assign a task. 

Because of the loop structure and the space sharing strategy, the workstation m+1 is opened 

and closed without having any task assigned to it. However, it can be the case that workstation 

m, the last one that is performing tasks, is borrowing space from workstation m+1 (bnm+1 ≥ 1). 

In this case, workstation m+1 should be open by transferring to it the last tasks assigned to 

workstation m. This problem cannot be given again after having the last task transferred. 

Experimentation has been automated using a larger algorithm that reads data from data files, 

loads the model and data, solves the instance and writes the results in another file. Model, 

data and the complete algorithm files are all included in the annex with further explanation. 
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Results Analysis 
Output data is stored in an Excel file for a good presentation and primary manipulation before 

it is analyzed with Minitab. There are seven main sets of output data corresponding to the 

model and measure that is being analyzed and whether it has been generated with 

mathematical programming or the heuristic algorithm. The results discussion is done 

separately by models and beginning with the exact procedure. After conclusions are reached 

about the performance of the measures in optimal solutions, they are checked with heuristic 

data to see whether they can also be verified or not. 

The methodology that is followed in the analysis begins by having a first glimpse at the output 

data with basic statistics and graphics. Then, some hypotheses are made and new indicators 

are defined in order to check these hypotheses through graphics and regressions. Finally, data 

is aggregated and summarized in tables doing variable sweeps by steps. 

Since the main objective of the space and tool sharing measures is to improve the solutions of 

the TSALBP instances by decreasing the number of stations (m) required to perform all the 

tasks, an indicator called Improvement is defined. This indicator is binary and its value is one 

when and only when the solution to an instance requires fewer workstations than the solution 

to the instance of reference. To complete the overview, Instance First Improvement (IFI) is 

defined as a binary indicator that is one and only one when an instance improves the solution 

for the first time when sweeping along the values of a variable. 

 

Consecutive Workstations Space Sharing 
The output data analysed in this section has been generated with the models that include 

space sharing only. As explained in Data Set section, each instance has been solved firstly with 

space sharing limit (ss) going from 0% to 100% of the space available in a workstation (A) with 

10% steps. After that, they have been solved with ss = {0, 0.01·A, 0.02·A, 0.05·A, 0.1·A, 0.2·A}. 

In order to be able to group data, in these sections, ss is no longer expressed in absolute units 

but in tan per one of the space available in a workstation. 

 

Sweeping ss from 0 to 1 stepping 0.1 

The usual behaviour of the number of workstations in an optimal solution depending on the 

limit of space sharing can be observed in Figure 9. In this chart, for the Lutz1 graph instances 

solved with mathematical programming, improvements seem to be more likely in the first 

steps of ss and with higher cycle times or number of workstations. 

Improvements referred to immediately previous ss step are counted and summarized in Table 

4. In this case, if an instance has solutions m = 12 for ss = 0, m = 11 for ss = 0.1 and m = 11 for 

ss = 0.2; improvement is given in ss =0.1 but not in ss =0.2. Improvements given in this 

experiment are because only one workstation is closed, except one in which three 

workstations are closed at the same time. In the Improvements column there is the total 

amount of improvements, in the Imp/Sum there is the tan per cent of improvements out of 
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the 23 given in the experiment and in the Imp/Inst column there is the tan per cent of 

improvements out of the 31 different instances. 
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Figure 9. Number of workstations (m) depending on the limit of shared space (ss) and cycle time for Lutz1 graph 
instances solved with mathematical programming  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Table 4. Improvement depending on ss for optimal solutions 

In Table 4 it seems again that improvements are more likely in the first values of ss. In fact, a 

linear regression model states that the effect of 1/ss is statistically significant and positive on 

the number of improvements given in every step with an R2 = 90.9%. 

A logistic regression has been carried out on the indicator improvement with variables ss and 

m and proved statistically significant. ss has a negative coefficient while m has it positive. Then, 

it can be stated that the odds of getting an improvement increase with the number of 

ss Improvements Imp/Sum Imp/Inst Readjustments 

0,1 11 47,83% 35,48% 0 

0,2 7 30,43% 22,58% 3 

0,3 2 8,70% 6,45% 2 

0,4 0 0,00% 0,00% 2 

0,5 1 4,35% 3,23% 1 

0,6 0 0,00% 0,00% 0 

0,7 1 4,35% 3,23% 0 

0,8 0 0,00% 0,00% 1 

0,9 1 4,35% 3,23% 0 

1 0 0,00% 0,00% 1 
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workstations used in an instance and decrease when allowing greater limits of shared space. 

Having concluded that, it seems that the odds of getting an improvement when allowing more 

than ss = 0.2 are not worth the risk of workload imbalances due to potential increments in 

processing times. This is the reason why a new experiment is carried out in the next section. 

On the other hand, it is also interesting to look at the total amount of shared space by all 

workstations (sum of bpk and bnk for all k) because after 39% (9/23) of the improvements given 

there is a “readjustment”, as it happens in Figure 10. 
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Figure 10. Total amount of shared space depending on the limit of shared space. Instances with Lutz1 graph 
solved with mathematical programming 

This readjustment is a decrease in the total amount of shared space when increasing the space 

sharing limit, see c = 1572 between ss = 0.2, ss = 0.3 and ss = 0.4 in Figure 10, for example. This 

happens because fewer workstations share more space while many others need to share less 

space. In most cases, readjustments are only given in the first step just after having an 

improvement. However, we have exceptions where a readjustment is given in two steps in a 

row, see c = 1572; and others where the readjustment is given only in the second step after 

the improvement, see c = 1414.  

Readjustments can have their practical application in minimizing the impact of increasing 

processing times due to space sharing in the balance of the assembly line. When all 

workstations have moderate or high workloads, it might be better to smooth the differences of 

shared space among workstations by keeping the limit (ss) low. This way, no processing time is 

going to grow dramatically. However, when the balance shows that some workstations have 

quite a lot of idle time while others do not, it might be better to allow a larger space sharing 
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limit (ss) and try to make idle workstations assume the readjustment and increasing processing 

times, so that the risk of overloading the workstations with high workload is minimized.  

 

Sweeping ss from 0 to 0.2 

In this new experiment, steps in the sweeping of ss have different width. In column Imp/ss 

Width of Table 5 this issue is being neutralized by dividing the number of improvements with 

the width of the interval.  

The column IFI/Inst ACC indicates the percentage of the instances that have had its first 

improvement in every step accumulatively, so in ss = 0.05, 22.58 % of the solutions have been 

improved at least by one workstation referring to the instances with ss = 0.   

ss Improvements Imp/ss Width Imp/Inst IFI /Inst ACC Readjustments 

0,01 1 100 3,23% 3,23% 0 

0,02 2 200 6,45% 9,68% 0 

0,05 5 167 16,13% 22,58% 0 

0,1 4 80 12,90% 35,48% 2 

0,2 7 70 22,58% 48,39% 3 
Table 5. Improvements vs ss. Instances solved with mathematical programming. 

Another issue is that some instances have such small areas available in workstations (A), that 

0.01·A cannot be even rounded to a unit and workstations are not allowed to share any space. 

This is the reason why the improvements in the steps ss = 0.01 and ss = 0.02 are so small if 

compared with improvements given in ss = 0.1 and ss = 0.2.  In Table 6, the same instances’ 

solutions (n ≤53) obtained with heuristics are summarized and in Table 7 larger instances 

heuristic solutions are provided. 

ss Improvements Imp/ss Width Imp/Inst  WS Closed WS/Imp FII/Inst ACC 

0,01 2 200 6,45% 2 1,00 6,45% 

0,02 5 500 16,13% 6 1,20 19,35% 

0,05 6 200 19,35% 5 0,83 35,48% 

0,1 6 120 19,35% 4 0,67 58,06% 

0,2 11 110 35,48% 12 1,09 74,19% 
Table 6. Improvements vs ss. Instances n ≤ 53 solved with the heuristic algorithm. 

ss Improvements Imp/ss Width Imp/Inst WS Closed WS/Imp FII/Inst ACC 

0,01 11 1100 17,46% 13 1,18 14,29% 

0,02 15 1500 23,81% 24 1,60 25,40% 

0,05 25 833,33 39,68% 47 1,88 31,75% 

0,1 31 620 49,21% 52 1,68 39,68% 

0,2 26 260 41,27% 23 0,88 53,97% 
Table 7. Improvements vs ss. Instances n > 53 solved with the heuristic algorithm. 

In Table 6, it is shown that improvements are more likely in heuristic solutions rather than 

optimal solutions. So, the impact of the space sharing measure is greater in heuristic 

algorithms than it is in exact ones. This impact is expected to decrease as the heuristic 

procedure provides solutions closer to the optimal. On top of that, the odds of closing more 
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than one workstation are higher for the heuristic procedure, see column WS Closed. The ratio 

workstations closed per improvement in every step is shown in column WS/Imp.  

Despite the increase in the odds due to the heuristic algorithm, improvements in the first steps 

are artificially low because the small area available in workstations (A) in n ≤ 53 instances. 

However, the number of improvements in these first steps grows in the case of n > 53 , see 

Table 7, because area available in these instances is greater. 

Due to the quality of the heuristic algorithm, readjustments are not possible. Moreover, 

sometimes solutions requiring more workstations are provided when allowing a larger amount 

of shared space. This is the reason why sometimes the number of improvements is greater 

than the number of closed workstations, giving a smaller than the unit WS/Imp ratio. 

As shown in Figure 11, the number of improvements compared with TSALBP instances grows 

with the sharing space limit, although the growth rate decreases. Practitioners have to cope 

with the trade-off between closing workstations and triggering the risk of overloading 

workstations. 
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Figure 11. Improvements per Instances referred to the TSALBP solution vs ss 

 

Equipment assignation and Tool Sharing 
As explained in section Data Set. Generating the equipment related data. instances in this 

experiments have been solved 9 times, with 3 different sets of tools available (nt and atl) and 

for each different set of tools with different task’s equipment needs (Tj). Improvements in 

solutions thanks to this measure are defined by comparison to the solution of the TSALBP 
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instance, without tool sharing. Improvements in almost all solutions are because of one and 

only one workstation is closed. 

Knowing how the equipment related data is generated, one would expect improvements to be 

more likely if a lot of tasks require tools (small P0) and if there are not many different kinds of 

tools (large K). However, strange behaviour is observed in Figure 12. 
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Figure 12. Improvements vs P0 and K. Instances solved with mathematical programming. 

Clearer indicators of the odds to have improvements in solutions should be the amount of 

space which would be used for tools if tool sharing was not allowed and the numbers of 

different kinds of tools (nt). In fact, a logistic regression consistently states that the odds of 

improvement increase with the former and decrease with the latter. 

However, the amount of tool space should not depend on the number of different tools. If it 

did, it could explain the strange behaviour shown in Figure 12. Tool space per A in every 

instance vs P0 and K is shown in Figure 13. Tool space decreases with P0 as expected but also 

decreases for K = 20, although not for other values of K. This indicates an imbalance in the data 

generated that could have been caused by exceptionally low values of the space required by 

every type of tool (atl) that cannot be compensated due to the low number of tools (nt) for 

high K. 

Taking that into consideration, Table 8 shows a recount of the improvements given per 

intervals of nt and accumulatively per Tool Space/A. It can be observed how improvements 

grow with Tool Space/A and decreases with nt except in the first interval (nt = {1, 2}). 
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Figure 13. Tool Space/A vs P0 and K 

Imp/Inst ACC Tool Space/A 

nt ≤1 ≤2 ≤3 ≤4 ≤5 

{1, 2} 9,09% 16,18% 18,42% 19,23% 19,23% 

{3,4} 10,00% 12,70% 13,75% 20,65% 21,51% 

{5,6} 4,17% 9,43% 9,23% 11,43% 12,50% 

≥7 0,00% 0,00% 0,00% 0,00% 0,00% 
Table 8. Improvements per instance vs nt and accumulatively vs Tools Space/A. Optimal solutions 

Table 9 summarizes the results of the same instances with the heuristic algorithm. The odds of 

obtaining an improvements increase significantly, especially for Tool Space/A ≤ 2. This 

difference can also be observed in Figure 14. 

Imp/Inst ACC Tool Space/A 

nt ≤1 ≤2 ≤3 ≤4 ≤5 

{1, 2} 27,27% 54,41% 57,89% 58,97% 58,97% 

{3,4} 16,67% 46,03% 48,75% 55,43% 55,91% 

{5,6} 12,50% 30,19% 36,92% 41,43% 43,06% 

≥7 11,11% 41,38% 47,22% 47,22% 47,22% 
Table 9. Improvements per instance vs nt and accumulatively vs Tools Space/A. Heuristic solutions 

Not very robust conclusions for practitioners can be supported by the results obtained with 

arbitrary generated data. However, this results point at a valuable opportunity in improving 

solutions. This opportunity consists on identifying a few tools in the process that need a 

significant amount of space and are used in multiple tasks, so that these tools can be shared. 

Depending on the characteristics of these tools, the impact on space and number of 

workstations might be larger or smaller. However, it might also be useful to cut down 
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equipment costs. On top of that, it is a measure with roughly any cost to implement and the 

smallest improvement might make it worth it. 
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Figure 14. Improvements per Instance accumulatively vs Tool Space/A for instances n ≤ 53 

 

Space and Tool Sharing interaction 
Once analyzed both measures separately, instances are solved again. This time the model that 

includes both measures is used with the purpose of identifying interactions between them if 

there are any. As explained in Equipment Assignation and Tool Sharing, improvements are 

referred to the TSALBP instance. Improvements per instance accumulatively vs Tool Space/A 

and space sharing limit (ss) are summarized in Table 10.  

Results indicate that the behaviours explained in the two previous sections are valid for this 

model, too. The odds of having an improved solution increase with the sharing space limit (ss), 

the amount of space that would need tools if tool sharing was not allowed (Tool Space/A) and 

decrease when more types of tool (nt) are used.  

Although only improvements are considered in this discussion, the number of workstations 

closed per improvement is, as expected, quite higher in heuristic solutions than in optimal 

solutions, being the averages 1.3484 WS/Imp and 1.1787 WS/Imp respectively. 

Displaying results like it has been done in Table 10 can help practitioners to know up to which 

point they have to implement this measures in order to obtain the impact they seek. Shady 

boxes show how measures should be set in order to get more or less 25% and 50% of likeliness 

of improvements in exact and heuristic procedures respectively. 
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Imp/Inst ACC 
ss 

Exact Heuristic 

nt Tool Space/A 0 0,02 0,05 0,1 0 0,02 0,05 0,1 

{1, 2} ≤1 9,09% 15,15% 27,27% 30,30% 27,27% 36,36% 48,48% 51,52% 

{1, 2} ≤2 16,18% 26,47% 36,76% 44,12% 54,41% 61,76% 72,06% 72,06% 

{1, 2} ≤3 18,42% 28,95% 39,47% 46,05% 57,89% 64,47% 73,68% 73,68% 

{1, 2} ≤5 19,23% 29,49% 39,74% 46,15% 58,97% 65,38% 74,36% 74,36% 

{3,4} ≤1 10,00% 10,00% 20,00% 26,67% 16,67% 20,00% 33,33% 40,00% 

{3,4} ≤2 12,70% 17,46% 25,40% 36,51% 46,03% 49,21% 57,14% 60,32% 

{3,4} ≤3 13,75% 17,50% 27,50% 37,50% 48,75% 52,50% 61,25% 63,75% 

{3,4} ≤5 21,51% 24,73% 36,56% 45,16% 55,91% 59,14% 66,67% 68,82% 

{5,6} ≤1 4,17% 12,50% 20,83% 29,17% 12,50% 25,00% 37,50% 37,50% 

{5,6} ≤2 9,43% 16,98% 28,30% 35,85% 30,19% 35,85% 52,83% 52,83% 

{5,6} ≤3 9,23% 18,46% 29,23% 36,92% 36,92% 41,54% 56,92% 56,92% 

{5,6} ≤5 12,50% 22,22% 31,94% 41,67% 43,06% 47,22% 47,22% 61,11% 

≥7 ≤1 0,00% 0,00% 0,00% 0,00% 11,11% 11,11% 22,22% 22,22% 

≥7 ≤2 0,00% 0,00% 0,00% 0,00% 41,38% 48,28% 48,28% 51,72% 

≥7 ≤3 0,00% 0,00% 0,00% 0,00% 47,22% 52,78% 52,78% 55,56% 

≥7 ≤5 0,00% 0,00% 0,00% 0,00% 47,22% 52,78% 52,78% 55,56% 
Table 10. Improvements per instance accumulatively vs ss and Tool Space/A given nt and type of algorithm 

In order to compare the effects and interactions of every measure, a lineal regression model 

has been built for exact algorithm (1) and heuristics (2) results separately. Lineal model (1) is 

robust with 91% of correlation, while lineal model (2) is 53%. 
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                       (2) 

Although it is hard to compare the effect of both measures because of the range of variables 

used to describe them, space sharing seems to have more impact in solutions. Allowing sharing 

1% more of the space available in workstations generates more or less the same impact than 

finding a tool that stands for the space equivalent to a workstation, which can be much more 

difficult to do. 

Interaction between both measures has a negative coefficient. However, this coefficient is not 

big enough to compensate the positive effect of any of the measures. In other words, it is 

worth it to use both measures and assume the side effect of the interaction. This is the reason 

why they can be used in the same assembly line without expecting any inconvenient. 

 

Computing Experience 
Both algorithms have been executed in the same computer, with 1.3 GHz CPU and 4 GB RAM 

memory. However, the mathematical programming solver CPLEX used Windows as operating 

system and the heuristic algorithm coded in C language and compiled with GCC used Linux. 
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Being the heuristic algorithm quite simple, highest CPU times per instance are 0.01 seconds. 

Nevertheless, it took more than 9 hours and still any instance of more than 53 tasks 

(Warnecke, WeeMag, Lutz2 and Lutz3) could not be solved with mathematical programming. 

No explanation about why a 53 tasks instance can be solved in less than a second and none 58 

tasks instance can be solved in less than 9 hours can be provided. 

For the instances that could be solved with mathematical programming, the mean CPU time is 

9.79 seconds. The minimum is 0.06 seconds, first quartile 0.893 seconds, median 2.97 seconds, 

third quartile 8.81 seconds and maximum 430 seconds (7 minuts and 10 seconds). Some lineal 

regressions have been run on CPU times with all indicators available and the strongest 

correlation found was 20%. 

On the other hand, it can be observed that high CPU times are mostly given in two graphs, 

Buxey and Gunther, see Figure 15. Nevertheless, these graphs also have lots of instances with 

very low CPU times. 
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Figure 15. CPU Time dots vs Graph 
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Conclusions 
First, through a literature review, the development of the Assembly Line Balancing Problem 

has been summarized. Lots of model of the problems including new features have been built 

to meet the real needs of the industry. However, studies show that a very small part of 

practitioners base their decision on the methods developed by researchers. 

Willing to develop more useful models for the truck, bus and car industry among others, space 

constrains are taken into consideration revealing a new line of research: the Time and Space 

Assembly Line Balancing Problem. Bautista, Pereira and Chica and many other researchers 

have made valuable progress. Since exact algorithms are too time-consuming for real 

instances, they have invested their efforts in complex heuristic algorithms such as the Ant 

Colony algorithm, bounding programming and memetic algorithm. 

The present work is expected to contribute to provide better solutions to practitioners not by 

improving the heuristic algorithms but by introducing two new features into the model. The 

space sharing feature allows consecutive workstations to share a small enough amount of 

space to be able to neglect any increase in processing times. The tool sharing feature assumes 

that space required by tasks is used for containers of parts to be assembled and tools and 

equipment. Nothing can be done with the containers, but tools can be shared if tasks are 

assigned in the same workstation. 

These new features have been tested with adapted SALBP instances obtained from “Scholl Set 

of Data” and their results analysed: 

Space sharing has a great impact in decreasing the number of workstations needed in the 

solutions. Improvements in optimal solutions are very likely (35.48% of instances improve their 

solutions) when allowing small amounts of shared space. A good trade-off between solution 

improvement and overloading risk could be allowing sharing around 5% to 20% of the area 

available in workstations. Readjustments are a useful phenomenon that can minimize risk of 

overloading workstations and unbalancing the assembly line. It would be interesting to study 

the importance of this risk depending on different factors and evaluate if it is worth to 

implement this measure. 

Tool sharing has a promising impact not only in reducing the number of workstations but also 

in cutting down equipment costs. As expected, solution improvements are more likely when 

the space for tools is larger and there are fewer different types of tools. However, its efficacy 

should be tested in a better balanced and real-world based data set to obtain further 

conclusions. 

When used together, these measures don’t have significantly negative interactions that can be 

found through tests carried out. On top of that, the further the solutions are from the optimal 

solution, the more impact these measures have on them. 

As a further step, implementing issues should also be considered. Technical difficulties or costs 

of implementation should be studied to find out more about these measures viability in the 

research and industry. 
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Annex 
Some of the content has been printed in this document. However, some content could not be 

printed for size reasons. Everything is stored in the CD-Room attached to this document. 
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Warnecke: 

 

 

WeeMag: 

 

For Lutz2 and Lutz3, please see Scholl (1993) or data files. 
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Cycle times 
Rosenberg: 14, 16, 18, 21, 25, 32. 

Buxey: 27, 30, 33, 36, 41, 47, 54. 

Lutz1: 1414, 1572, 1768, 2020, 2357, 2828. 

Gunther: 41, 44, 49, 54, 61, 69, 81. 

Hahn: 2004, 2338, 2806, 3507, 4676. 

Warnecke: 54, 56, 58, 60, 62, 65, 38, 71, 74, 78, 82, 86, 92, 97, 104, 111. 

WeeMag: 28, 29, 30, 31, 32, 33, 34, 35, 36, 37, 38, 39, 40, 41, 42, 43, 45, 46, 47, 49, 50, 52, 54, 

56. 

Lutz2: 11, 12, 13, 14, 15, 16, 17, 18, 19, 20, 21. 

Lutz3: 75, 79, 83, 87, 92, 97, 103, 110, 118, 127, 137, 150. 

 

Tool Generator 
Tool Generator is an Excel sheet design to provide random tool related data for the instances.  

To use it, copy the areas required for TSALBP data in column A. Set parameters n, K, and P0 in 

column K and adjust the rang of boxes on which formulas for the mean and standard deviation 

should be used. Then copy column H to column F and check that no value on column G is 

negative or zero (it will be highlighted in red). 

The useful data will be Tj in column F, al in column K and nt in box K8. 

 

Data files 
There are three different types of data files, all of them starting with the name of the graph. 

“graph”.dat provides in AMPL format the precedence relationships, the number of tasks, the 

processing times and the area required by tasks.  

“graph”C.txt provides the cycle times and areas available in workstations. In the first line, the 

number of different cycle times and in the second line, the cycle time values. 

“graph”T.txt provides data generated with Tool Generator. In the first line, three numbers 

corresponding to nt values. Then, three sets of 4 lines, every set for a different value of nt. The 

first line in every set is the space that tools require and the three lines remaining are the tool 

that every task needs. 

The format of the files should not be changed to avoid problems when the algorithms read the 

data. 
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Mathematical model 

set P {j in 1..n};  
 
param t {j in 1..n};  
param a {j in 1..n};  
param T {j in 1..n}; 
param c;  
param n; 
param m; 
param A;  
param ss; 
param nt; 
param at {l in 1..nt}; 
 
var x {j in 1..n, k in 1..m} binary; 
var y {k in 1..m+1} binary; 
var bp {k in 1..m+1} integer >= 0 , <=ss; 
var bn {k in 1..m+1} integer >= 0, <= ss;   
var z {k in 1..m, l in 0..nt} binary; 
 
minimize tsalbp1: (sum{k in 1..m} y[k])+(sum{k in 1..m} (bp[k]+bn[k]))/(ss*m+1)+(sum{k in 
1..m} (sum{l in 0..nt} z[k, l]))/((m * nt+1)*(ss*m+1)) ; 
 
subject to Open_Wstation {k in 1..m}: n * y[k] >= sum {j in 1..n} x[j, k]; 
subject to Tasks_Performance {j in 1..n}: sum{k in 1..m} x[j, k] = 1;  
subject to Precedence {j in 1..n, i in P[j]}: sum{k in 1..m} k * x[i, k] <= sum{k in 1..m} k *      
* x[j, k]; 
subject to Cycle_time {k in 1..m}: sum{j in 1..n} t[j] * x[j, k] <= c; 
subject to Space {k in 1..m}: sum {j in 1..n} x[j, k] * a[j] + sum{l in 1..nt} z[k, l]* at[l] <= A + 
+ bp[k] -bn[k] - bp[k+1] + bn[k+1];    
subject to First_Workstation: bp[1] = 0 ;    
subject to Last_Workstation: bn[m+1]= 0 ;    
subject to Workstation_Closed_NoSS {k in 1..m}: bn[k]<=ss*y[k] ; 
subject to WS_onebyone {k in 1..m}: y[k]>=y[k+1] ;    
subject to Tools {j in 1..n, k in 1..m}: z[k, T[j]] >=x [j, k]; 

 

Run files 
Run the ss model: 

reset; 
option solver cplex; 
model TSALBPsseq1.mod; 
option solver_msg 0; 
option display_1col 35000; 
set GRAPH = {"WeeMag", "Lutz2", "Lutz3","Warnecke"}; 
set SS = {0, 0.01, 0.02, 0.05, 0.1, 0.2}; 
param nc {GRAPH}; 
 
for {v in GRAPH} { 
 read nc[v] <(v & "C.txt"); 
} 
 
param C {v in GRAPH, 1..nc[v]}; 
 
for {v in GRAPH}{ 
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 read {j in 1..nc[v]} C[v,j] <( v & "C.txt"); 
} 
 
param workstations {v in GRAPH, 1..nc[v], SS}; 
param sharedspace {v in GRAPH, 1..nc[v], SS}; 
param solvingtime {v in GRAPH, 1..nc[v], SS}; 
 
for {v in GRAPH} { 
 update data; 
 data ( v & ".dat"); 
 let nt:=0; 
 let {j in 1..n} T[j] := 0; 
 display v; 
 for {w in 1..nc[v]}{ 
  let c := C[v,w]; 
  let A := C[v,w]; 
  display c; 
  for {u in SS} { 
   let ss := round(u*A); 
   solve; 
   let solvingtime[v,w,u]:=_total_solve_user_time; 
   let workstations[v,w,u]:= trunc(tsalbp1); 
   let sharedspace[v,w,u]:= sum {k in 1..m} (bp[k]+bn[k]); 
  } 
 } 
display v >("resultsss.out"); 
display {w in 1..nc[v], u in SS} workstations[v,w,u], {w in 1..nc[v], u in SS} 
sharedspace[v,w,u], {w in 1..nc[v], u in SS} solvingtime[v,w,u] >("resultsss.out");  
} 
display C >("resultsss.out"); 

 

Run the eq model: 

reset; 
option solver cplex; 
model TSALBPsseq1.mod; 
option solver_msg 0; 
option display_1col 0; 
 
set GRAPH = {"Rosenberg", "Buxey", "Lutz1", "Gunther", "Hahn"}; 
set K = {20, 10, 5}; 
set P0 = {0.25, 0.5, 0.75}; 
param nc {GRAPH}; 
param nt2 {GRAPH, K}; 
 
for {v in GRAPH} { 
 read nc[v] <(v & "C.txt"); 
 for {i in K} { 
  read nt2[v,i]<(v & "T.txt"); 
 } 
} 
 
param C {v in GRAPH, 1..nc[v]}; 
 
for {v in GRAPH}{ 
 read {j in 1..nc[v]} C[v,j] <( v & "C.txt"); 
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} 
 
param wstats {v in GRAPH, 1..nc[v], K, P0}; 
param tools {v in GRAPH, 1..nc[v], K, P0}; 
param stime {v in GRAPH, 1..nc[v], K, P0}; 
param sadded {v in GRAPH, 1..nc[v], K, P0}; 
param ntoolsadded {v in GRAPH, 1..nc[v], K, P0}; 
param susedintools {v in GRAPH, 1..nc[v], K, P0}; 
 
for {v in GRAPH} { 
 update data; 
 data ( v & ".dat"); 
 let ss:= 0; 
 display v; 
 for {u in K}{ 
  let nt := nt2[v,u]; 
  display nt; 
  read {l in 1..nt} at[l]<(v & "T.txt"); 
  display at; 
  display u; 
  for {p in P0} { 
   update data; 
   data ( v & ".dat"); 
   read {j in 1..n} T[j] <(v & "T.txt"); 
   display T; 
   display p; 
   for {j in 1..n} { 
    if T[j]>0 then let a[j]:=a[j]-at[T[j]]; 
   } 
   for {w in 1..nc[v]}{ 
    let c := C[v,w]; 
    let A := C[v,w]; 
    solve; 
    let stime[v,w,u, p]:=_total_solve_time; 
    let wstats[v,w,u,p]:= trunc(tsalbp1); 
    let tools[v,w,u,p]:= sum {k in 1..m, l in 1..nt} (z[k,l]); 
    let sadded[v,w,u,p]:= 0; 
    let ntoolsadded[v,w,u,p]:=0; 
    for {j in 1..n} { 
     if T[j]>0 then let sadded[v,w,u,p]:= sadded[v,w,u,p] + 
at[T[j]]; 
     if T[j]>0 then let 
ntoolsadded[v,w,u,p]:=ntoolsadded[v,w,u,p]+1; 
    } 
    let susedintools[v,w,u,p]:=0; 
    for {k in 1..m}{ 
     for {l in 1..nt}{ 
      let 
susedintools[v,w,u,p]:=susedintools[v,w,u,p]+z[k,l]*at[l]; 
     } 
    } 
   } 
  } 
 } 
 option display_1col 35000; 
 display v>("resultseq.out"); 
 display {p in P0, w in 1..nc[v], u in K} wstats[v,w,u, p],  {p in P0, w in 1..nc[v], u in K} 
sadded[v,w,u,p],{p in P0, w in 1..nc[v], u in K} ntoolsadded[v,w,u,p], {p in P0, w in 1..nc[v], u 
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in K} susedintools[v,w,u,p], {p in P0, w in 1..nc[v], u in K} tools[v,w,u, p], {p in P0, w in 
1..nc[v], u in K} stime[v,w,u, p]>("resultseq.out"); 
 option display_1col 0;  
} 
option display_1col 35000; 
display C >("resultseq.out"); 
display nt2 >("resultseq.out"); 

 

Run the eqss model: 

reset; 
option solver cplex; 
model TSALBPsseq1.mod; 
option solver_msg 0; 
option display_1col 0; 
 
set GRAPH = {"Rosenberg", "Buxey", "Lutz1", "Gunther", "Hahn"}; 
set K = {20, 10, 5}; 
set P0 = {0.25, 0.5, 0.75}; 
set SS = {0, 0.01, 0.02, 0.05, 0.1, 0.2}; 
param nc {GRAPH}; 
param nt2 {GRAPH, K}; 
 
for {v in GRAPH} { 
 read nc[v] <(v & "C.txt"); 
 for {i in K} { 
  read nt2[v,i]<(v & "T.txt"); 
 } 
} 
 
param C {v in GRAPH, 1..nc[v]}; 
 
for {v in GRAPH}{ 
 read {j in 1..nc[v]} C[v,j] <( v & "C.txt"); 
} 
 
param wstats {v in GRAPH, 1..nc[v], K, P0, SS}; 
param tools {v in GRAPH, 1..nc[v], K, P0, SS}; 
param stime {v in GRAPH, 1..nc[v], K, P0, SS}; 
param sadded {v in GRAPH, 1..nc[v], K, P0, SS}; 
param sspace {v in GRAPH, 1..nc[v], K, P0, SS}; 
param sharedspace {v in GRAPH, 1..nc[v], K, P0, SS}; 
param ntoolsadded {v in GRAPH, 1..nc[v], K, P0, SS}; 
param susedintools {v in GRAPH, 1..nc[v], K, P0, SS}; 
 
for {v in GRAPH} { 
 update data; 
 data ( v & ".dat"); 
 display v; 
 for {u in K}{ 
  let nt := nt2[v,u]; 
  display nt; 
  read {l in 1..nt} at[l]<(v & "T.txt"); 
  display at; 
  display u; 
  for {p in P0} { 
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   update data; 
   data ( v & ".dat"); 
   read {j in 1..n} T[j] <(v & "T.txt"); 
   display T; 
   display p; 
   for {j in 1..n} { 
    if T[j]>0 then let a[j]:=a[j]-at[T[j]]; 
   } 
   for {w in 1..nc[v]}{ 
    let c := C[v,w]; 
    let A := C[v,w]; 
    for {i in SS} { 
     let ss := round(i*A); 
     solve; 
     let stime[v,w,u, p,i]:=_total_solve_time; 
     let wstats[v,w,u,p,i]:= trunc(tsalbp1); 
     let tools[v,w,u,p,i]:= sum {k in 1..m, l in 1..nt} (z[k,l]); 
     let sharedspace[v,w,u,p,i]:= sum {k in 1..m} 
(bp[k]+bn[k]); 
     let sadded[v,w,u,p,i]:= 0; 
     let ntoolsadded[v,w,u,p,i]:=0; 
     for {j in 1..n} { 
      if T[j]>0 then let sadded[v,w,u,p,i]:= 
sadded[v,w,u,p,i] + at[T[j]]; 
      if T[j]>0 then let 
ntoolsadded[v,w,u,p,i]:=ntoolsadded[v,w,u,p,i]+1; 
     } 
     let susedintools[v,w,u,p,i]:=0; 
     for {k in 1..m}{ 
      for {l in 1..nt}{ 
       let 
susedintools[v,w,u,p,i]:=susedintools[v,w,u,p,i]+z[k,l]*at[l]; 
      } 
     } 
    } 
   } 
  } 
 } 
 option display_1col 35000; 
 display v>("resultssseq.out"); 
 display {p in P0, w in 1..nc[v], u in K, i in SS} wstats[v,w,u,p,i], {p in P0, w in 1..nc[v], 
u in K, i in SS} sharedspace[v,w,u,p,i], {p in P0, w in 1..nc[v], u in K, i in SS} 
sadded[v,w,u,p,i], {p in P0, w in 1..nc[v], u in K, i in SS} ntoolsadded[v,w,u,p,i], {p in P0, w in 
1..nc[v], u in K, i in SS} susedintools[v,w,u,p,i], {p in P0, w in 1..nc[v], u in K, i in SS} 
tools[v,w,u,p,i], {p in P0, w in 1..nc[v], u in K, i in SS} stime[v,w,u,p,i]>("resultssseq.out"); 
 option display_1col 0;  
} 
option display_1col 35000; 
display C >("resultssseq.out"); 
display nt2 >("resultssseq.out"); 
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Heuristic algorithm 
The file alg_ss.c executes the space sharing model, while alg_eqss.c executes both the tool 

sharing model only and space and tool sharing depending on the values of ss given in the loop. 

Solve function in the code files are the heuristic algorithm itself. The rest of the file includes 

reading and writing functions and loops to automate the experiment. 

Results 
Results are provided in an Excel file. The output data of the seven different experiments are 

stored in worksheets separately. 


